
Halakha

Making a Mark on a Book With a
Fingernail, on Shabbath

It says in the Shul¥an 'Arukh that one
may make a mark with one's finger nail in a
book on Shabbath, the way that people make
marks as a sign, because a mark of this nature
does not last.

The Mishnah Berurah comments that
there are those who do not permit it, and in
any case this refers to just a mark and not a
letter. Making a shape of even one letter with
one's fingernail is prohibited. He adds that this
Halakha is about making a mark on
parchment, as they did in the times of the
Talmud, however making a mark with a
fingernail on paper is permanent and
forbidden.

The Ben Ish ¡ai also states that it is
forbidden to mark paper with a fingernail on
Shabbath. He adds that it is important to
caution people about this because people often
make marks on their books with their
fingernails for various reasons (most
commonly to find the place easily later). This
is not permitted, even though it is just a mark
and not the shape of actual letters.

(See Shul¥an ‘Arukh, 340: 5. M.B. ibid, 23-25 and Beur
Halakha. Ben Ish ¡ai, Parashath Pequdei, Oth 2.)

Parasha

Beshalla¥: Shira for All the Miracles in
Egypt

It says in the Parasha of Beshalla¥:
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Wayyar Yisrael Eth Mi£rayim Meth 'Al Sefath Hayyam, (And Israel
saw the Egyptians dead on the sea shore). The next Pasuq says,
Wayyar Yisrael Eth Hayyad Haggedolah Asher 'Asah H'
BeMi£rayim, (And Israel saw the Great Hand that G-d did over
Egypt).

In 'Od Yoseph ¡ai Derashoth it says, that our Rabbi's of
Blessed memory tell us that if a miracle was preformed for
someone, he must thank G-d not just for that one miracle, but for
all the miracles that Haqqadosh Barukh Hu, The Holy Blessed
One Blessed Be He, has ever done for him.

The first miracle that was wrought for the Jewish people
in Egypt, was when Moshe Rabbenu, a"h, (Moses) was placed by
Yokhebed in the Tebah in the bullrushes and instead of being
drowned he was saved by the daughter of Pharaoh, whose hand
became elongated.  She was therefore able to pull him close to
her from a distance, and see that he was a baby of the Israelites,
have mercy on him, bring him up in the palace, and eventually
he would be the savior of Israel. The final miracle that G-d
performed for Bene Yisrael (the Children of Israel) in Egypt, was
the miracle of the Red Sea, when they saw the Egyptians dead at
the sea.

So the first Pasuq tells us, that the Jewish people saw,
with their own eyes, the miracle of the Egyptians who were dead
on the sea shore and the second Pasuq tells us that they saw in
their minds the great hand, meaning the elongated arm of Bathya
the Daughter of Pharoah, and praised G-d through the singing of
the Shirath Hayyam.

(See 'Od Yoseph ¡ai Derashoth, Parashath Beshalla¥)
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Eating an Ethrogh on Tu Bishba¿
When eating the fruits on Tu Bishba¿, if one eats a fruit that one has not had that season then,

obviously, one recites the Berakha (blessing) of Shehe¥eyanu on it.

The question is, what if someone has an Ethrogh (citron) that he used, together with the Lulab,
for the Na'anu'im on Sukkoth and then kept it aside to eat on Tu Bishba¿. When he eats the Ethrogh
on Tu Bishba¿, does he recite the Berakha on it since it is the first Ethrogh he has eaten that season?

The answer in Ben Ish ¡ai is that it does not require a Berakha of Shehe¥eyanu, because the
Berakha of Shehe¥eyanu was already said on it during the Yom ¤ob of Sukkoth. It is said on the first
day of Sukkoth that the Lulab and Ethrogh are used, right after the blessing of 'Al Ne¿ilath Lulab.

The Berakha of Shehe¥eyanu that was recited on Sukkoth also covers the Ethrogh when you
wish to eat it.

(See Ben Ish ¡ai, Shanah Aleph, Parashath Re-eh, Oth Yod Aleph)

Does a Round Room Require a Mezuzah?
Does a room that is round require a Mezuzah? The answer is, as long as it has the minimum

square footage, which is four 'Ammoth (cubits) by four 'Ammoth, then it requires a Mezuzah. So too,
a room which has an unusual shape, such as five walls, requires a Mezuzah if it has the minimum
footage.

This concept of a minimum of four 'Ammoth by four 'Ammoth, refers to the total square
footage of the floor space. So for instance, if the length of the room is long, substantially more than
four 'Ammoth, but the width is very narrow, (less than four 'Ammoth), as long as the overall floor
space is equal to or greater than sixteen 'Ammoth, it requires a Mezuzah.

(See Ben Ish ¡ai, Shana Beh, Parashath Ki Thabo, Oth Yod ¤eth)

Women’s Corner - by Rabbanith Ruth Menashe

Shabbath Candles and Our Inner Light
As we mentioned earlier, lighting the Shabbath candles is one of the three special Mi£woth

(commandments) that were assigned to women. The Ben Ish ¡ai explains that just like a candle does
not lose any of its light when lighting other candles, so too, Shabbath gives some of its holiness to
the rest of the days of the week. And yet, the intensity of Qedusha (holiness) in the Shabbath
remains the same.

It is appropriate to light after changing into Shabbath clothing. However, if the woman suspects
that changing her clothes will delay her and prevent her from lighting the candles at the appropriate
time, she may light the candles at the correct time, while still in her everyday clothes, and change
after. (Note: since a woman accepts Shabbath with the lighting of the candles, she can not shower or
do any Melakha [servile work] after lighting).

Let us learn a lesson from the candles and let us give our inner light, which each and every one
of us possesses, to those around us. And please remember, that in doing so our inner light does not
become diminished in any way.
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